Playful Backstalking and Serious Impression Management: How Young Adults Reflect on their Past Identities on Facebook
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ABSTRACT
Parents, educators, and policymakers have expressed concern about the future implications of young people’s sharing practices on social media sites. However, little is known about how young people themselves feel about their online behaviors being preserved and resurfaced later in adulthood. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 28 college-going, primarily female, young adults about their use of social media and their transition from adolescence into young adulthood. We find that participants recognize archival value in their own Facebook histories, despite sometimes perceiving these histories to be embarrassing. They experience tensions between meeting their current self-presentation goals and maintaining the authenticity of historical content. To reconcile these tensions, they engage in retrospective impression management practices, such as curating past content. They also engage in “backstalking” behaviors, in which they view and engage with other users’ Facebook histories—openly with close ties and discreetly with weak ties. We consider this ludic engagement through the lens of emerging adulthood and discuss the theoretical implications of our findings, especially in light of emerging applications which intentionally resurface digital traces.
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INTRODUCTION
Many teenagers today socialize online, actively connecting and communicating with peers on social media sites. Social media can offer a range of benefits for children and teens, including social capital building [16], relationship maintenance [17], information sharing [1,20,32], friendship formation [9], and social support [32,54]. Despite these benefits, teen social media use has incited concern among many parents, educators, and policymakers [9,14,19]. At the heart of these concerns is the fear that children share too much about themselves online, potentially risking their own safety, development, and future career opportunities (e.g., [2,53]). Many K-12 schools now incorporate curricula about “digital footprints” which encourage children and teenagers to be cautious about what they share online and with whom [59].

To date, research on teen social media use has focused on adults’ and teens’ perspectives on teens’ social media use in the present [9,11,20,27,37,38]—that is, how do teens use social media and with whom, and how do they manage impressions? Little research has taken a retrospective look at teens’ social media use from their perspective as young adults: that is, how do young adults feel when they reflect on their social media use from when they were teens? While adults may worry about teen social media use, teens themselves are most impacted by their own social media use, whether present or past. Further, teens’ decision-making skills tend to be underdeveloped, leading them to engage in risky behaviors that they might later regret (e.g., risky driving) [35,49]. The research questions we explore in this work are:

1. How do young adults describe the ways in which their Facebook use has evolved over time?
2. How do young adults feel about their Facebook data being preserved, especially as they mature into adulthood?
3. How do young adults look back on their Facebook Friends’ past content, and why do they do so?

To address these questions, we investigate teen Facebook use using a retrospective approach [43]. We chose Facebook because its Timeline feature provides a naturalistic environment that enables young adults to reflect on their own teen behavior and because it has larger penetration than other social media sites. We invited young
adults—a sample of college students at a large university in the U.S.—to tell us about how they currently use Facebook and other social media sites, as well as how their use has evolved over time. During interviews, we asked participants to log in to their Facebook profiles and to look back on their Timelines, beginning with when they first joined Facebook. We find that college-going young adults express embarrassment about their social media behaviors from their teen years, though they nonetheless find value in their past behaviors being preserved. This work contributes to a growing body of scholarly literature on reminiscence and reflection online, provides empirical evidence about young adults’ retrospective assessments of their past online activities, and describes how they reconcile past and present identities through playful and nostalgic backstalking behaviors as a part of their emerging adulthood.

RELATED WORK
We describe temporality on social media sites, impression management, and changes in Facebook’s affordances over time. Throughout, we highlight Facebook’s persistence, which enables reflection on past experiences.

Temporality Online
Existing work on social media platforms often privileges their “newness” [24]. Content posted to social media typically depicts the current moment, resulting in “an environment in which users focus on the present” [57]. Harper et al. (2012) suggest that this present-focused identity performance inhibits users’ ability to manage their identities over time [24]. However, as Zhao and Lindley (2014) note, the persistence afforded by these platforms allows an individual user to “accumulate content, including status updates, pictures and videos,” which can become personally meaningful over time [57]. The persistence of personal data, in addition to its visibility, searchability, and reviewability [58], allows platforms like Facebook to become “long-term identity exhibitions,” rather than ephemeral spaces [54,58].

Zhao and Lindley (2014) demonstrate that although Facebook does not function as a complete collection of personal artifacts (in the way that a folder of photos or a mobile phone’s camera roll may), it nonetheless serves an important archival function for its users, who view their personal archives on Facebook as “more selective, easier to browse, and encountered more often” than photo storage alternatives [57]. Zhao et al. (2013) describe how Facebook users experience three different regions on the site: a performative region for managing impressions and recent activity, an exhibition region for long term self-presentation, and a personal region for archival purposes [58]. Social media profiles, like scrapbooks and photo albums, are “deeply personal texts” which help us to archive important personal information, document relationships, and remember meaningful events [22]. Much like scrapbooks and photo albums, sites like Facebook and Twitter allow their users to document, review, and search for “diverse streams” of persistently available personal artifacts; thus, social media sites “could be analyzed as digital carryovers of these traditions” [22]. Kaun and Stiernstedt (2014) take a historical approach in their interpretation of temporality on Facebook, arguing that media technologies have “long been considered of importance for the general structuration and experience of time” [29]. They propose the concept of “social media time” to describe how users might experience and make sense of time on social media sites [29].

Archived digital data offer a number of valuable features, such as enabling a digital baby book for young parents [31] or supporting reminiscence through memory triggers [46]. Parents value digital legacies, and are critical of the notion that content like family photos should decay or disappear over time [23]. Indeed, research suggests that people experience benefits from looking back on their past activities. A series of experiments by Zhang et al. (2014) revealed that people underestimate how much they will enjoy rediscovering their past experiences, especially the mundane (as compared with extraordinary ones) [56]. Designers, too, have explored how people might rediscover these past experiences. Odom et al. created a system called Photobox, which occasionally prints a randomly-selected photo from a Flickr user’s own collection [44] to trigger memories over time. Cosley et al. created a system called Pensieve, which supports reminiscence by triggering memories via digital traces [13,46].

Lindley (2015) suggests that the perceived rush of digital time reflects a speeding up of everyday life and rhythms and calls for further CSCW research to explore the collective and entangled nature of time and technology [34]. As applications like Timehop (an application which resurfaces users’ prior social media content to them in the present) and Facebook’s more recent “On this Day” (which resurfaces a Facebook user’s content from the same date in a prior year) gain popularity, understanding the relationship between time, technology, and users’ social media experiences is a critical area of research. Our work contributes to this research agenda, with a particular focus on teens and young adults.

Impression Management on Social Media
The visibility and persistence of content on Facebook impacts what users decide to disclose on the site [54]. The interactive affordances of Facebook (such as “liking” and commenting) also impact sharing behaviors, especially with respect to impression management [6,32,58]. Impression management describes users’ decisions about what to post about themselves in order to convey a particular impression to others. Goffman distinguishes between expressions that are purposefully “given” and identity impression information, which is unintentionally “given off” [21]—an important distinction which enables us to consider both explicit communication acts (e.g., the specific content of a
post) and the ways in which these acts may be interpreted by others. Extensive scholarship has described impression management strategies on social media sites (e.g., in online dating [18]). However, the majority of this prior work has focused on how people manage impressions in the present—that is, what should they share to their online audiences now? This paper investigates impression management as both a current consideration and a retrospective practice—that is, how should users manage impressions “given off” by content they shared in the past?

Teen Social Media Use
The perils of disclosing too much information online are widely discussed in popular media, in what some have dubbed the “oversharing age” [15]. Facebook users dislike people sharing too much about themselves [50] and employ a variety of strategies to manage self-disclosure risks [54]. Users also perceive disclosures made privately on Facebook to be more intimate than those made publicly, and perceive public Facebook disclosures about sensitive topics to be less appropriate [6]. Particular concern is expressed for children and teens, whose decision-making skills are not fully developed and who thus may overshare online in a variety of ways [40]. Indeed, several studies have surfaced different kinds of risky behaviors (e.g., revealing a home address or telephone number) teens have enacted on social media sites [33,35]. However, other research suggests that although teens behave in diverse ways, some teens are more aware of their own privacy than adults perceive them to be [10]. Teens use a number of privacy-management strategies, like changing platform privacy settings, managing audiences, and employing social steganography, or the practice of using secret messages to conceal conversations with friends when socializing in public spaces (e.g., “hiding in plain sight”) [11,42]. Research that has been conducted by talking directly with teens suggests they do in fact maintain control over a variety of their online activities [10,11]. Teens’ Facebook use is inextricably integrated with how the site’s affordances and norms have changed over time. Among teens in particular, social behavior on Facebook prompts the sharing of jokes, memes, and other content [9,11,26,35]. However, controlling the visibility of disclosures on Facebook and other social media sites requires managing not only one’s own privacy settings and content, but also the activities of one’s Friends [42], a theme we explore throughout this work.

An Overview of Facebook
To contextualize participants’ evolving Facebook use, we give a cursory overview of Facebook’s development as it relates to our research. We focused on Facebook in this work because it is the site that participants had been using the longest and most actively from their adolescence through the period of data collection. Facebook launched in 2004 and opened to high school students in October of 2005. In September of 2006, Facebook opened to anyone aged 13 or over. Though teens and young adults have remained a core demographic, adult and older adult users have increased rapidly. Currently, over 70% of all Internet users are on Facebook, though use skews toward younger adults ages 18-49 [60]. Over 90% of teens have a Facebook profile, though some evidence suggests that their interest in Facebook is waning relative to their use of other sites like Instagram and Snapchat [36].

In September 2006, Facebook introduced the News Feed, which offered a single stream in which Friends activity could be viewed. Some users protested the new changes, which prompted Facebook to introduce privacy controls that allowed users to determine what was shared on the News Feed and with whom. The News Feed introduced a way for information to spread quickly through one’s network [4,51]. In February 2009, Facebook introduced the “Like” button, allowing users to interact with others’ posts on the site. Recent evidence suggests that users “like” and comment on their Friends’ content fairly regularly, but are less likely to post their own content as frequently [50].

Facebook Timeline, introduced in September 2011, allowed users to move quickly and chronologically through their own historical content to revisit past posts and relive memories. Timeline also enabled users to visit other users’ historical content, both to learn about new Friends and to relive memories with existing Friends. Timeline lowered the social and technical barriers to perusing past activities on the site, though some research suggests that transitioning to the Timeline format was stressful for users because of the perceived loss of control [55].

METHODS
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 28 young adults in March and April of 2014. All participants were college students at a large university in the U.S. Participants were part of a broader research study exploring the relationship between social media use and emotion among college students. As part of this study, we recruited a random sample of 154 undergraduate students via the Registrar’s Office. To be eligible, participants were required to be 18 years or older, own a smartphone, have a United States phone number, and use social media on a daily basis. We invited a sub-sample of 57 participants from the broader study to participate in the interview study. These participants were selected randomly from within buckets of self-reported social media use (very active to minimally active). 35 participants expressed interest and 28 participated in the interview. 24 participants were female and four were male (females constituted 66% of the sample in the broader study), and ages ranged from 18-22. The

We capitalize “friend” when referring to a friendship on Facebook.
dates that participants joined Facebook were: 2006 (n=1), 2007 (n=6), 2008 (n=9), 2009 (n=9), and 2010 (n=3); their ages at the time of joining ranged from 13-17.

The first and second authors conducted face-to-face interviews on campus. This study was approved by our institution’s IRB. Participants completed paper consent forms at the time of the interview in addition to web-based consent forms at the beginning of the larger study. Participants received $25 upon completion of the interview.

We used a retrospective interviewing technique, which asks participants to recall and reflect on past experiences [43]. Retrospective interviews have been used in a number of contexts, often health-related (e.g., [8]). The technique is subject to recall bias [28]; however, in many cases this is built into the study design (e.g., understanding how people think now about their past behavior). Efforts to validate the method have shown that people are able to report past experiences with some accuracy [7,39,45]. The interview protocol began with a warm-up question about what social media sites participants use and how they use them. We then asked if their use had changed over time, and if so, how. The interview protocol focused on Facebook, though we also asked about other social media platforms to understand participants’ broader experiences online.

The first half of the interview protocol focused on participants’ present behaviors. We asked participants to tell us about how they used Facebook at the time of the interview, what kinds of content they tended to share, and what kinds of content their Friends shared. As part of our broader study goals, we asked about the relationship between emotion and Facebook behavior, such as whether specific emotions prompted Facebook activity. The second half of the protocol asked participants about their retrospective uses of the site. We asked participants to tell us about whether they ever looked back at old Facebook content—their own or others’. We then invited participants to log in to Facebook and look through their Timelines to revisit prior content. Participants first viewed their oldest visible Facebook post, then more recent years, up until the present day. We asked participants to tell us how they felt when looking through their Timeline content, as well as how they felt about the experience of looking through it with us as a part of the interview process.

Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. The research team read through the interview transcripts to identify and correct errors and met to develop a preliminary codebook. We conducted an initial coding pass, in which two transcripts were coded by four members of the research team in order to further develop the codebook. After coding a sample of transcripts, the research team met to refine the codebook and to discuss and clarify any ambiguous coding instances [48]. After revising the codebook to reconcile ambiguities, we recoded the initial transcripts with the final codebook and then coded the remainder of the transcripts. We used a constant comparison method to code the data, observing similarities and differences in the interview transcripts as we coded [12]. Each member of the research team coded half of the interviews, such that all 28 interviews were coded at least twice by two different team members. We took this approach to ensure rigor and thoroughness in the coding. Transcripts were unitized such that each question and answer pair was considered a unit. The codebook contained 50 total codes, focused on social media uses, relationships, mood and emotions, and change in use over time. The research team then analyzed select codes related to looking back at one’s own profile, looking back at others’ profiles, data persistence, archival value, close and weak ties, and development and changes over time. Codes were synthesized into themes and discussed among the research team. Key themes, based on our research questions above, are described in the next section. Participant quotes have been edited slightly for length and readability.

A note on terminology: we use the term “teenager” or “teen” frequently throughout the paper to indicate ages 13-17, a range used by Pew and other resources [36,37]. We occasionally employ the term “adolescent” to refer to the developmental stage related to puberty, decision-making, and maturity [40]. Participants often talked about their development stages as phases (e.g., middle school to high school to college). In cases when they did so, we use this language to reflect their stories. We use the term “young adults” to refer to ages 18-25, a period characterized as “emerging adulthood” in the literature [3].

RESULTS
Results are organized around three overarching themes: participants’ perceptions of changes in their own Facebook use over time, the archival value of Facebook, and practices of looking back on Facebook histories. Throughout, we consider these themes in the context of users’ transitions from adolescence to young adulthood.

Changes in Facebook Use over Time
Research question 1 asked how Facebook use evolves over time, as participants transitioned from teens to young adults. Participants reported a number of changes in how they used Facebook when they first joined as teens compared to their present day practices. Participants reported posting prolifically as teens, sharing updates about mundane topics of their daily lives, song lyrics, and large albums of photos. Other behaviors, like playing Farmville and similar Facebook games, were popular. P18 felt that teen Facebook users used to “post stuff just to post stuff,” but that now, a few years later, they posted content that they anticipated would receive “likes” or would be otherwise appreciated by their Facebook networks. P4 said that her use of the site was now more passive; instead of actively posting, she preferred mostly to look at content posted by others. Many of our participants reported that they currently posted only the best or most important content:
I would, you know, post just to post on Facebook—whereas now, I only post if I actually have something to say. –P2

Participants reported changes in peer norms around the types of content perceived as appropriate to share. For example, as a teen, P24 actively shared chain-letter type posts (where a user tags Friends in a post that asks them to take a quiz, make a comment, or reveal some identity trait). P24 reported that she shared these posts because her Friends were doing so; when they stopped posting them, so did she. As teens, our participants also frequently posted song lyrics. P1 told us:

I stopped posting angsty song lyrics as my status, which is probably what everyone did when they were in high school—and uh, tried to start posting more relevant things to my life, or like clever witty things that I thought people would enjoy. –P1

Many participants looked back at these prior posts with some embarrassment; although they posted song lyrics as teens, they reported they would not do so now. Participants also shared photos extensively as teens, often indiscriminately uploading entire albums of photos:

When I was younger, that was more of a thing… people would have whole albums of “just me, here’s me” with, like, Photo Booth on a MacBook. You’d just sit there and take like 50 pictures of only yourself, but then upload all of them… which was so weird. Now, that’s totally frowned upon. If you post an entire album of, like, you sitting on your computer doing the webcam thing, then like people will be like, “wow, what a dork!” –P18

Participants no longer shared bulk photos in this indiscriminate way. Many said that although they might still take many pictures, as before, they would choose only the best one to post on Facebook. In some cases, changes in the platform’s functionality and increased mobile access may have shaped these behaviors. P23 noted that her adoption of a smartphone had spurred her to post just one or a few photos directly from the phone, rather than uploading photos from a camera to a computer and then curating an entire album around an event or a theme.

Participants reported that throughout their adolescence they learned what types of Facebook use were perceived to be appropriate or not, either by observing the kinds of peer behaviors described above or through feedback from adults. P2’s mother, for example, reacted negatively to a post P2 wrote as a teen which included crass language. “Getting in trouble” discouraged P2 from posting inappropriate language. These social learning influences suggest that both bottom-up peer norms, as well as top-down adult instruction (from parents and others), influenced how participants’ use evolved over time.

P5 also associated changes in his Facebook use over time with his own maturity. He told us that although he sometimes used to participate in inflammatory discussions with peers, he was now more aware of the effect of his words on others: “Now, I don’t … because I know there’s no positive outcome.” When asked if her Facebook profile was an accurate reflection of herself, P18 felt it was and that it demonstrated the strides she had made in her personal development: “It definitely shows how [I’ve] changed.” P1 expressed discomfort with her current interactions with old friends from high school, which she said felt like moving backwards in her own development. She was trying to “become a passable adult, become a better person, learn how to interact with people better,” and felt that interacting with old acquaintances was counterproductive with regard to those efforts.

Friending Behaviors

When participants first joined the site as teens, they reported that having many Facebook Friends was “a sign of popularity” (P14). Many participants noted that they added significantly fewer new Facebook Friends now than they did in their early use of the site. Though the transition to college provided an increase in potential new Facebook Friends, participants told us they were now more purposeful in their friending behaviors, and placed greater emphasis on the quality of the relationship than on the quantity of Friends they could accumulate:

So it’s not just anyone and everyone who is on the team, but people I really think I actually interact with on a regular basis. –P11

In contrast to prior use—which P17 characterized as, “oh, I met them once, I’ll add them”—participants now preferred to limit their Facebook networks to only the individuals they wanted to interact with. For instance, P20 no longer felt obligated to add Facebook Friends she “probably would never talk to again.”

Furthermore, participants reported culling their networks over time, especially during the transition from high school to college. During this time, participants felt more comfortable unfriending people with whom they had never been close, although they were hesitant to unfriend these peers when they attended the same high school.

Everyone was kind of friends with everyone so… we would all Friend each other and everything. But like during high school I’d be like, “oh I shouldn’t really unfriend you because I see you every day, you know, so we kinda interact.” –P27

Participants asserted that having many Friends was important when they first joined Facebook; as young adults, they now prioritized friendship quality.

Participants also typically reported a different kind of transition in their Facebook Friendships with family members. Specifically, while many participants tolerated
Archival Value: A Modern-Day Time Capsule

Research question 2 asked how young adults feel about their Facebook data being archived. Participants valued Facebook’s archival properties for a variety of reasons. Many participants viewed their personal Facebook histories as a more organized and curated photo storage platform than alternatives like their personal computers or mobile phones. P1 emphasized that Facebook allowed her to organize and search photos more easily than on her personal archives. Specifically, she found it easier to find specific content by navigating through her Facebook timeline than by searching for the same file on her personal computer. P8 also felt it was easier to revisit old photos on Facebook as opposed to other photo storage platforms, because she puts only “the best ones up.” Because participants chose the best photos to share on Facebook among numerous outtakes, they turned to Facebook as a record of cherished photos. P20 appreciated having carefully curated artifacts from her past readily available for review: “It’s nice to have a documentation of things you did in the past, so you can remember better.” Because Facebook captured and saved the social context of the photo, such as naming others in the photos and the specific feedback received from Friends, participants turned to Facebook to relive and reminisce about these social experiences. P13 felt photos posted to Facebook were more meaningful than photos stored in other locations, because Facebook photos were specifically meant to be kept and shared as a memory with friends:

It’s kind of almost saying, like, “I want to show that I was with these people.” And I want us to have that memory somewhere, rather than just keeping it on my phone… because it’s something to be shared with those people. –P13

P16 described Facebook as a “modern-day time capsule.” For many participants, Facebook served as a valuable personal archive simply because of the frequency and prolificacy of its use. For example, P15 said, “I have just invested so much of my life on Facebook… all of my memories are there.”

Participants considered looking back at their own personal histories to be a nostalgic activity. For P21, looking back on her personal history was “a lot easier now with the Timeline review, where I [can] just see all my posts from a specific year or specific month.” Several participants noted that Facebook Timelines made it easy to simply “scroll down” to revisit their histories. P5 reported doing this during downtime: “sometimes if I’m bored, I’ll look through and kind of reminisce.” However, looking back on personal Facebook histories was a source of embarrassment for some participants. For example, P18 said she was not embarrassed about her older pictures, but felt uncomfortable looking at her prior statuses because she was so “dramatic” then. Other participants felt that reviewing their own Facebook histories was a useful activity in assessing their personal development. P21 appreciated having “physical proof” of her development, which she said was “one of the things that I like about Facebook.”

The act of reviewing one’s own or others’ historical content was not exclusive to Facebook. Although we did not ask about Myspace or other earlier social media sites, some participants did bring up their use of Myspace while they were in middle school (grades 6-8 or 6-9 in the U.S.). P2 described browsing Myspace (spelled “MySpace” at the time) in high school, where she and her peers would revisit their (now abandoned) profiles to review photos from middle school:

[The] really funny thing is we all were into Myspace in middle school. So if you can remember your Myspace password, and go on and see all the middle school photos. Oh my gosh, we did that in my junior year of high school, and it was horriﬁc— but I couldn’t delete it. –P2

Some participants used Timehop to observe past social media behaviors as well. The desire to preserve this content, despite potential embarrassment, again highlighted users’ perceptions of Facebook and other social media sites as valuable personal archives.

“Backstalking” or Reviewing Others’ Facebook Histories

Our third research question asked about the kinds of social practices young adults engaged in with respect to other Facebook users’ histories, and how they felt about these practices. In addition to looking back on their own archives, participants also looked back on others’ Facebook histories to observe how their friends had developed and changed over time. These retrospective behaviors were done in a variety of ways, including scrolling down the timeline of a new Facebook Friend, using the Timeline to search for a particular date, or clicking on a profile picture and using the left arrow key to quickly navigate to a user’s oldest posted profile photo. Many participants referred to their behavior as “Facebook stalking” or “backstalking,” which describes the behavior of looking back on other Facebook users’ histories. Some participants also actively “liked” or commented on old content, to resurface it to the top of others’ News Feeds as a form of playful embarrassment. In our sample, 25 out of the 28 participants reported that they looked back on other people’s Facebook histories, though the terms they used varied from “Facebook stalking” to “backstalking” to “creeping.” Reasons for doing this ranged from learning about new friends or catching up with existing ones (n=17 reported doing this), resurfacing
content for play (n=13), or resurfacing content for nostalgia (n=13). The motivation for these behaviors, and the activities themselves (e.g., whether or not they left a digital trace of their activities) differed based on whether the Facebook Friend was a weak or strong tie, which we explore further in the next sections.

**Backstalking Weak Ties**
Participants backstalked weak ties to learn about new Friends or acquaintances, as well as potential romantic interests. P1 suggested that backstalking allowed a Facebook user to “learn more about [a person], or just feel like you know them more… to familiarize yourself.” P2 added that if there was romantic interest in a new Facebook Friend, “you want to know what other girls were posting on his Facebook.” Because Facebook made it so easy to revisit these histories, P13 felt backstalking allows users to better understand a Friend’s past, “and then you can see a lot more into their life than perhaps they would permit you to see.”

Backstalking a weak tie carried stigma with it, and was perceived as not socially acceptable (though nearly all participants admitted to privately engaging in this behavior). This perception also influenced how participants felt about their own Facebook histories:

> In terms of me having to be worried about people finding these and being like “oh my god, you were so weird”… that’s not really a thing. ‘Cause that takes a lot of time, to scroll through someone’s entire profile. You were so weird, for spending an hour looking through my profile. I wouldn’t say I’m worried about it. When I look at [my old content], it’s kind of like ugh, like ‘yikes!’ [But] if someone finds it I’ll just be like, ‘yeah, I had a thing with song lyrics as my status when I was 15 years old. Get over it.’ –P18

Both P13 and P14 referred to looking back on others’ histories as “creepy.” While most participants engaged in backstalking behaviors, they went to great lengths to ensure that it was not obvious to others. As P1 told us after accidentally “liking” a band member’s picture from four years prior: “I forgot you’re not supposed to “like” it when you’re Facebook stalking.” Some participants said they only backstalked on their computers, to avoid accidentally “liking” old content on their mobile phones.

**Backstalking Strong Ties**
Conversely, backstalking the Facebook histories of strong ties was a socially acceptable phenomenon that was very popular among participants at the time of the interviews. For example, P2 said that looking at her boyfriend’s Facebook page allowed her to feel closer to him, by revisiting what his life was like before they had even met: “Even though you weren’t there when those posts were made… you’ve seen them, so now like it’s kind of like part of you was there at those times.”

Participants also actively “liked” or commented on friends’ old content to resurface it to current Facebook Friends. This type of historic resurfacing was of two varieties: nostalgia and play. To engage in nostalgic behaviors, participants “liked” or commented on previous content as a form of reminiscence and social grooming. This nostalgic backstalking was sometimes conducted as a co-located social activity, where participants gathered around a screen and browsed historical content together.

> We’ll be like, “When did that happen?” And we’ll try and go back. In 2012, I went to this concert with my best friend. This past November was the anniversary of when we went, and we were like, “Oh, my gosh, we should go back.” And we clicked and found the day and looked at our posts because we were excited. –P13

The second type of backstalking—play—involved finding old, potentially embarrassing, photos in a close friend’s history and then intentionally “liking” or commenting on it to resurface the photo to the News Feed. P5 said:

> I don’t know, [we] just look at them [and] if I found one that’s particularly funny, the big trend now is to comment on it, which bumps it up to the top of the News Feed so that everybody can see it. This is you in eighth grade. Like, this really funny picture will bump up to the top. –P5

These resurfacing behaviors typically occurred among close friends, as well as team members, fraternity or sorority members, or other peer groups. For example, P11 said:

> One of the dance team members actually reposted something on my wall, an older picture when I was in a show, and it was very amusing to see the response of my new friends looking at an older thing of me. –P11

However, participants only engaged in these kinds of ludic resurfacing behaviors with close friends. In addition, only content that would not be legitimately harmful or distressing was resurfaced, though this activity was sometimes intended to “get a rise” out of a friend:

> Like there is kind of a thing where if you want to just get a rise out of your friends, you can go and backstalk them and look through all their super old stuff from when they were awkward and in middle school—and just like sort of “like” it so that it shows up in your community. I’ll do that to my friends sometimes. –P18

Resurfacing potentially embarrassing content was typically intended as a playful act between two individuals. This act surfaced archival content to a new (and broader) audience, in a ludic reinforcement of existing social bonds.
Impression management over time

Because of the popularity of revisiting or resurfacing old content, some participants engaged in active impression management strategies to protect their historical content. Proactive measures, like deletion and restrictions on post visibility, helped users hide potentially embarrassing content. P25 described untagging herself in photos posted by other users; for example, she might untag unflattering photos or photos with “awful lighting.” P6 had changed her privacy settings so that other users could not see her old photos: “I don’t really feel like my friends need to go back and see these.” By making photos private instead of deleting them the site, P6 ensured that her Facebook profile retained its value as a personal archive. Users who did delete some early posts did so because they felt content posted during the earlier years of their Facebook use was no longer an accurate representation:

If it [isn’t] a reflection on who I am today, I sometimes go back and delete different posts, and stuff that just [doesn’t] seem consistent with my personality anymore. –P21

In general, however, participants did not do extensive hiding or deleting of content, reporting that these earlier posts were simply part of who they were. P18 said: “Yeah, it’s embarrassing, but that’s also who I was.” Most participants felt that even if their older content was embarrassing, they were adolescents at the time it was posted and it was therefore unlikely that anyone would judge them for that content now. Some users intentionally choose not to delete potentially embarrassing content because doing so would seem insincere:

I don’t go through and delete stuff that I’ve written, ‘cause then, like, people have seen it for how many years? Going back and deleting it now is not gonna—it would be pointless. I’ll open up to the fact that whatever stupid thing I said, I did say. –P17

Thus, while participants generally accepted their past content as part of who they were, they nonetheless engaged in some behaviors to curate past and present content to ensure that their Facebook profiles were accurate representations of how they perceived themselves in the present. Most participants felt their overall Facebook profiles were generally accurate representations, albeit selective and subject to social pressures:

I guess to a certain extent the identity you have on Facebook is always a little bit constructed. So like, you only—people only see what you want them to see. But in terms of me tracking, like, what I wanted people to see, that’s pretty accurate. –P18

Participants reported that a downside to this constructed nature of posts, especially as they transitioned into young adulthood, is that they did not feel that Facebook provided them with a completely accurate, holistic representation of their identities:

[On Facebook] I want to always seem like I’m happy and everything is great and things are going great and I’m healthy and yeah everything’s perfect. But it’s actually not like that but that’s what I like to present, which is sad ‘cause like back when I was younger, Facebook was just like me and now… I think because I’m also Friends with professional friends, or like I need them to still think I’m a good professional person, so I started becoming more careful with things that I posted and stuff. –P1

Because Facebook use had shifted away from everyday documentation of daily life, participants felt they no longer had access to their friends’ “real” lives, as a number of them reported, but instead carefully-constructed self-representations of one another.

DISCUSSION

A key affordance of Facebook is persistence [25,52]—the fact that content can continue to be viewed for many years after it is initially shared. The introduction of Facebook’s Timeline in 2011 renders users’ past content more accessible, both to themselves and to others; many participants saw their Facebook profiles as a personal archive, echoing prior work [57,58]. Rather than having to click the “Show Older Posts” link at the bottom of each loaded page—an action that served as both a technical and social barrier—Facebook users can now easily revisit years of past experiences with just one click. This provides researchers with the unique opportunity to investigate young adults’ impressions of their digitally-archived adolescence, as well as changes in their social media use which occur in tandem with their social development.

Tensions between Current Self-Presentational Goals and Maintaining the Authenticity of Past Content

Most impression management studies have treated the theory of impression management as a present-focused practice; that is, people present themselves in ways that will be well-received by their current audience. Goffman’s own examples of impression management focus on facial expressions in the present—in a performance on stage or a teacher speaking in front of his students. These behaviors may involve selective self-disclosure practices, managing appearances, conforming to norms, or presenting an idealized version of the self [18,30]. However, few studies of impression management, especially in online spaces, have focused on what we call retrospective impression management. That is, in what ways do people try to retroactively manage their online identity information, even after those identities have already been performed to an audience who was present at the time of the performance?

We argue that features like Facebook’s Timeline shift and often expand the audience for self-presentational messages, thus introducing new tensions around retrospective impression management. Social media users make decisions about what to share based on their understanding
of their audience at a particular time and life stage; for instance, teenagers posting to a primarily high school network. However, when that content is resurfaces later to a new audience of primarily college peers, as well as extended family and other networks, users must balance maintaining the authenticity of past behaviors with current self-presentational goals. In prior work, scholars have drawn on the idea of context collapse to describe the challenges associated with managing multiple audiences online; here we see evidence of temporal context collapse, in which social media users must not only navigate multiple audiences in the present, but also multiple audiences across time periods. This is particularly challenging for our participants because expectations about appropriate Facebook use have evolved over time, in parallel with their transition through major developmental life stages. Below we discuss how these tensions are reconciled through playful backstalking behaviors in emerging adulthood.

Reconciling Impression Management Tensions through Play in Emerging Adulthood

We observed two strategies for managing these self-presentational tensions: first, a small number of participants chose to delete old content or, in the case of one participant, to set old content as visible to “Only Me.” The majority of our participants, however, did not remove or hide past content, instead choosing to intentionally preserve their prior activity—even if it was embarrassing—to maintain the historical integrity of their online presence. For our participants, maintaining authenticity required that they not edit past content, because doing so would be a misrepresentation of who they once were. However, they did not describe doing the opposite: deleting past content to maintain authenticity to current self-presentational goals.

Many of the central properties of adolescence—such as identity play and exploration [41]—require that teens be able to try on a given identity, then shed it and leave it behind them. We observe here that while young adults describe significant changes in how they behave from adolescence to young adulthood, they do not necessarily wish to discard or obscure those former identities. Indeed, some online communities maintain norms against deleting content that is negatively received by others, an activity that is colloquially known as a “dirty delete” [61]. Our results suggest that young adults consider their adolescent Facebook histories to be valuable archives, and use Facebook as a platform for playful reminiscence with close friends. In this way, Facebook may also provide a mechanism for childlike play while still allowing users to put forth a mature self-presentation.

We draw on Arnett’s notion of “emerging adulthood” to interpret and explain these activities [3]. He describes the period between 18 and 25 as one in which individuals are in a liminal space between childhood and adulthood. During this time, emerging adults play with and explore different worldviews, careers, and relationships in a space that is somewhat protected from adult concerns, yet with more freedom than teenage years spent living at home. Arnett stresses the importance of experimenting with different roles during this period of emerging adulthood, a process that is enabled by the postponement of major life changes like marriage [3]. We believe some of the Facebook practices our participants report support this development process by allowing them to present current, “adult” identities while still engaging with and collectively re-living moments of unfiltered, playful, and candid adolescent identity expressions.

Facebook offers a potential playground for self-expression and peer feedback—yet our participants seemed reluctant to post playful content on Facebook in the present day, instead gravitating toward posting only important events or polished photos rather than all of their day-to-day moments. Revisiting digital traces which reflected their adolescence through backstalking may provide young adults with a socially appropriate opportunity to engage in play with their own histories, while still protecting their present-day impression management goals. In this sense, Facebook offers users a way to engage with their past—and less filtered—online selves, while also crafting personaes that reflect present and sometimes aspirational future selves. Backstalking behaviors also differed based on whether a tie was close or not; these distinct behaviors on Facebook may have all allowed emerging adults to rekindle strong bonds with close friends through collective reminiscing online.

Zhao and Lindley (2014) describe how social network sites act as archives by enabling users to curate content, store data, and provide frequent access, [52], results that are echoed in our findings. Many of our participants managed the transition from adolescence to young adulthood (and, simultaneously, from high school to college) by cultivating a smaller and more deliberate Facebook network and by actively presenting what they perceived to be a more polished online self-representation. Over time, participants reported becoming more selective about their Facebook activities, with regard to both the content they share and the Friends they add. For them, Facebook has evolved from a platform for indiscriminately sharing everyday moments and quotidian content to a carefully selected assemblage of important announcements and best photographs. Expectations of putting forth a polished self might help explain why today’s teenagers turn to other sites. Recent research supports this hypothesis, suggesting that young adults turn to ephemeral sites like Snapchat to overcome self-presentation concerns they experience on Facebook [5].

Technological Literacy and Digital Traces

Changes in technological affordances subtly impacted participants’ perceptions of their own and others’ Facebook histories. We argue that Facebook’s evolving affordances require new kinds of literacy which enable users to discern the temporal nuances of digital traces. For example, participants who reviewed old statuses, such as song lyrics...
from 2007, could see they had received no “likes” on those posts. However, this was not necessarily because their posts were not well-received; it was simply because the “like” functionality was not introduced until February 2009. Without detailed knowledge of Facebook’s technical history, Facebook users may reflect on their Timelines and see a series of posts that did not receive attention from Friends. These posts may have been socially appropriate at the time of posting (e.g., music lyrics, large photo albums), but now seem inappropriate. Specifically, they may violate current users’ expectations that people only share the most important content, and that any shared content will receive attention in the form of likes and comments.

Thus, an important technical affordance for Facebook is to maintain the temporal integrity of user posts. A post which was written in 2007 is stamped with the date of its authorship, providing important context for how the post should be interpreted in the present day. However, some Facebook literacy is required to appropriately leverage this affordance—for instance, novice users may simply not notice the time stamp associated with a post which shows up in their feed. Increased Facebook literacy can also mitigate tensions around temporal context collapse (multiple audiences across life stages) and retrospective impression management (ensuring that past digital traces are aligned with present-day self-presentational goals). As prior digital traces are increasingly resurfaced on social media sites via applications like Timehop, social media users will need to develop a new kind of literacy: the ability to discern the temporality of content they consume. Social media site designers should also forefront temporality as a design constraint to support social media users’ online experiences.

Practices around management of historical personal content take on increased importance when we consider how these digital traces impact impression formation processes. Ramirez et al. [47] consider various strategies for reducing uncertainty about others using online information. They note that “extractive strategies”—such as searching for content produced in the past either about or by the target—can be especially powerful, because “these postings reflect statements enacted in social settings, in many cases without the suspicion that they would in fact be stored for years for public consumption outside of the group for which they were originally intended” and thus “may offer particularly valuable insights to information seekers” [47]. This framing suggests that historical Facebook content may hold more weight than present proclamations with regard to the veracity of users’ identity claims. Third-party confirmation (via comments by Friends, for instance) has important implications for impression formation processes, given that third-party information is largely immune to manipulation and thus given more weight by information-seekers [47]. Although our data do not speak to this topic in depth, future research could explore the extent to which historical social media content is perceived to be more or less accurate than present-day utterances, and the ways in which users manage the visibility of this content to achieve current self-presentational goals while also maintaining the archival value of this content. These processes are likely to be of particular importance during times of identity shift, such as adolescence and emerging adulthood.

**Limitations**
This research was conducted with a subsample of young adults who are not likely to represent the broader population in the U.S. Our study oversampled females; this was a result of response bias (we recruited both males and females for the study). In future work, we would oversample males in the recruitment. Focusing on students at a four-year university also limits our ability to describe the experiences of young adults who do not go to college or who take non-traditional paths through college. For instance, these populations may experience different risks than those described by our participants. A college-going population may have been better educated about appropriate online behavior. Future work could extend these results with a large-scale survey study of young adults to more closely reflect the demographics and family structures of the U.S.

**CONCLUSION**
Drawing on interview data with 28 young adults, this study investigates how young adults reflect on their historical Facebook use. Young adults describe a number of changes in their Facebook use over time, including having fewer Friends, posting fewer statuses (e.g., music lyrics), posting fewer photos, and generally being more careful about what they post. They perceive archival value in their Facebook histories, and often choose not to delete content—even if it is embarrassing—in order to preserve authenticity. Many of our participants “backstalked” the Timelines of other Facebook users, though they only did this openly with close friends. We discuss the concept of retrospective impression management, which describes how young adults manage past content to better align with their present-day self-presentational goals. This research becomes especially crucial with the rise of applications like Timehop and On This Day, which intentionally resurface historical digital content in the present day. Future work should explore how social media users can be better supported in curating their online identities and archived data.
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